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It, is well known that elastic properties of a harmonic crystal

can be calculated analytically at any temperature CD. For

inharmonic potentials this Is impossible, in general, except the

zero-temperature Cstatic} limit 12]. Hard potential. infinite

below some distance a Cfor convenience cr-1 in this note) and zero

elsewhere, represents extreme anharmonicity, and for this reason

i t may be helpful in understanding elasticity at high-temperatures

where the harmonic approximation Is inapplicable. Elastic

properties of hard body systems were not investigated by computer

simulations Cwhat i s the only exact, In principle, way when the

analytical methods fai l ) until the recent time [3-71. There were

two reasons for this: CcO a singular nature of the interaction,

making impossible direct application of the standard simulation

method [81 from one side, and CfcO long computational times

necessary to evaluate second order thermodynamlc derivatives Cby

other methods available 19,3-713. from the other side (103. Two

dimensional hard disc system i s the simplest and s t i l l non-trivial

example of the hard body system. In this note the Kirkwood

self-consistent free volume CSFV3 approximation t i l l i s solved

exactly for the elastic moduli of the hard disc system, and the

results obtained are compared with those from the Monte Carlo CMC)

method [8]. The equation of state of the hard disc crystal within

the SFV approximation tl3] i s known to reproduce well the

simulation data. Here i t is shown that the SFV fails in the case

of the rigidity modulus, overestimating i t by about fifty percent.

The origin of this discrepancy is indicated.



The hard discs form a triangular lattice in the crystalline

phase. The elastic properties of triangular lattices under a

constant pressure, p , can be described by two elastic moduli

[13], here denoted by X., _ and X,, , according to the

following generalization of the standard formula for the zero

pressure case [14]:

- CAF+pA\O/V - ZK, , Cc.,}* * X. ICc -c }*+4c* 3 . C1D

where the strain tensor is defined with respect to the equilibrium

CreferenceD state at chosen p . Expanding A V / V Q in powers of

c one obtains the relation between the bared moduli and

from the free energy expansion

those

AFW » -p c , + SK
a LL i yy

+ Ac* ]

used in the Ref. (01:

The quantity \. . is simply a quarter of the bulk modulus of

the system and hence can be directly obtained from the equation of

state of the system. The equation of state of hard discs in frames

of the self-consistent free volume reads C121:

pu/ic T • Cl - O/OL>~ caa

and hence:

C33

To calculate the second of the elastic moduli, X.. , related

to the shear modulus p « £*•»« - P • one has to know the free

energy of the anlsotropically deformed lattice. To reach this, i t

is convenient to consider the following deformation:

x1 » Cl + ci x ,

y1 » Ci + i)3 y ,
C43

where the x-axis contains the nearest-neighbouring lattice sites

and the origin of the coordinate system Oxy coincides with one of

the lattice sites. The strain tensor components are then equal:

*Va .

CS3

£ = O

As one can check, the following probability density:

1 £.j)3 if r

COi
if r. *

Cwhere vfC£.r)3 » CVS^23laC*+li-i 1 [aCr,+ii-l 3 i s the area of the

hexagonal domain 6Cc,r£) with two sides perpendicular to the

x-axis. and the same, equal to 2n/3, angles between any pair of

the neighbouring sides? solves in this case the Kirkwood

self-consistency equations t i l l :



exp C-ayk^T> » j" exp [ -̂ C r.3 k̂ T̂] dv .

where R. are the Cdeformed} lattice vectors and VCiO is the hard

disc potential Cequal infinity for |r|£l and zero elsewhere).

For small c and n no other solution of Eq.C7) , if any. has

larger free area. vf. than that defined by the Eq. CO) in the range

of the lattice constants well covering the stability region of the

hard disc crystal. The proof bases on the following three

observations: C O - £CrO is either zero or a positive constant

Cbecause yCr? . being an integral of the hard potential, is

either Infinity or zero). C I O the interaction of a test molecule

in the centre of coordinates with sites C+a'.CO 'closes', by the

symmetry of the deformed lattice, the points of positive £CrO

Inside a stripe bounded by the vertical lines y=±Ca'-13/2 ft S3 ,

and CliiD if a border line of any other domain assumed to be a

solution of the Eq. C7!> would cross the 'oblique' sides of the

hexagonal domain AC«,vp its area would be smaller than v . The

last property i s illustrated in the Fig.1.

Taking into account that the free energy pm- particle Is equal

to the negative logarithm of vCe.jp multiplied by k T t i l ] , and

using the above definition of the elastic moduli, one obtains:

NX yy
k Tv

dcdrt In v(Ce,r)3 0 . C8D

Hence:

C93

The elastic moduli obtained within the SFV approximation are

compared with those from the MC experiment in the Table I. It is

ttwv
visible there that: CeO *•;!«_ *«11 approximates the MC data

whereas C63 x | f ™ ««=«ds the MC data by about fifty percent.

tt is worth to note also that:

CcO in the circular version of the free volume CCFV3 approximation

[16)• giving the same equation of state as the SFV approximation.

the elastic moduli fulfil the Cauchy relation:

X C r v - X c r v C - X s r v 5 C1O3

which means that the;modulus of r i g i d i t y determined i n t h i s way i s

s m a l l e r , by a f a c t o r two. than t h a t obta ined wi th in t h e SFV

approximation [ 1 7 1 ,

Co) the obtained in the SFV elastic moduli are the same as those

calculated in the standard Cnot self consistent} smoothed free

volume CF\O approximation considered in (181, in spite of the

shape of the free area in the system under deformation which is

different in the SPV - and the standard FV approximation CIS,SO].

The cell-cluster expansion considered in the Ref. C18J

indicates the origin of the poor agreement between the MC data and

the calculated values of the modulus X__ when compared with

the modulus x - . Namely, the compressibility i s determined

within the cell-cluster expansion by a single-particle term

r r



whereas the other e last ic constants are strongly influenced by

many particle terms C181. The present considerations show that

within the one-particle approximation the self-consistency

requirement, absent in the cel l -c luster method, does not improve

the results. Taking into accout the very poor convergence of the

cel l -c luster expansion for the moduli of e l a s t i c i t y [18] , this

result i s rather discouraging for considering higher order

self-consistent approximations in the hope to reproduce quantitatively

the e l a s t i c i t y of hard body systems.

For the Important role of the intermolecular correlations in

the e las t i c properties of so l ids . ab i l i ty to reproduce their

e las t ic moduli can be considered as a subtle test for the present

theories of freezing. Up to now. the results of the density

functional theories are s t i l l not satisfactory in this f ie ld for

hard body systems [21, 233.
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TABLE

Comparison of the calculated CSFV3 and the simulated C M O [Ol

elastic moduli of the two dimensional hard disc system.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS.

1. The dashed thick l i n e s show the boundaries of the hexagons

corresponding t o the f r e e area, Eq.CG). of the d i s c s occupying the

lattice sites ftjB[0,0]. P^sla'/S.b' ], and R-ta'.O],

respectively; a-aCl+rD, b'=bCl+ij3. The thin continuous lines of

unit lengths and perpendicular to the sides of the hexagons are

drawn to show the 'geometry1 of the solution. Let us consider only

the two quarters of the hexagonal free areas Cdenoted by H and

H 3 corresponding to the discs occupying lattice s i tes centred at

R and R . Let the thick full line represents the part Clylng

outside of the first hexagon? of the boundary of another figure

Creferred further as X ) consisted of points with positive ^CO

, where ĈrJ is a different Cfrom the Eq.C653 solution of the

Kirkwood's self-consistent equations Eq. C73. Let A Is the

crossing point mentioned in the text. The set difference Y: »XXW

Cmarked by a cross) consists of points with positive Ĉr3 lying

Cln the first quarter of the coordinate systenO outside of H

These points generate a s e t 2 of points for which ^CrJ"O. The

s e t Z contains Co) the image Y' of the s e t Y t rans la ted by a

unit vector perpendicular t o the obl ique s i d e of the f i r s t hexagon

CM a c e r t a i n neighbourhood OCA') of t h * point A' which i s the

image of A in t h i s t r a n s l a t i o n . As one can check COC/TSnW^Ny

has a p o s i t i v e area. Because Y'<zN . C other wise there i s a

contradic t ion with the symmetry requirements;) then the area

el iminated from the H Cand, by symmetry, from K) i s larger

than the area of X.
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